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Community Profiles Packages
Video Production and Documenting

Video insert slipp VHS covers

As you can imagine this idea has 
allot to offer.  A visual community 
profile allows you to see your 
communities potential and future 
possibilities of what your commu-
nity has to offer to today’s ever 
changing economy.  Economic 
development builds the founda-
tion of your Nation and allows in-
vestment groups to see the truer 
values and potential partnerships 
your leadership is marketing. 

When preparing to profile a community as leaders you 
have to ask yourselves ..what do we need and how can we 
communicate our vision to our people?  Documenting and 
capturing video images of oral histories and stories of our 
people is probably the best and only way to preserve the 
values we have in our traditions. The communities we know 
today came about as a result of events that took place since 
the early years, important events that failed to be recorded 
by history because we did not have the tools to document 
such things. There are legends and traditional wisdom that 
distorts over time which is why the restoration of community 
events / information should be archived for future reference 
purposes.

Our community visions must and should have factual elements to build a healthier 
future.  Before these valuable events get lost in time, we can help you shine some light 
on these shadowy areas instead of guessing at how things happened. What better way 
to pave the road for future generations than to develop a community profile using multi 
media visual aids as your tool.

My Grandpa use to tell me 
that we come from the 

east  

The Ancestry of the Alexis Nakoda Sioux Nation 



Community Profiles Packages
Video Production and Documenting

Here is what Sgwe Productions is willing to offer:

1. Profiling individual community Program/Services.  Departments such as; 
 Economic Development, Education, Social Development, Child welfare 
 Services, Health Services,Training and Employment Services.  Other areas many   
 include; History Programs – interviewing the elders, Documenting Annual 
 Powwow’s, Round dances.

2. After all individual profiles are captured it will then be edited to a documentary
 production.  The advantages of a documentary video are endless when promot  
 ing your community.  It would have enough content to be used as a community   
 website, published and broadcast on local television networks. 

Capture Step by Step Process

Capture Economic ventures 
in full motion 

Document Annual Celebrations

Sgwe Productions Ltd. also specialliz-
es in DVD Authoring.  Seeing is beleiv-
ing.  Impowering interactive DVDʼs can 
make your marketing easier and more 
successful.Our community visions must and should have factual elements to build a healthier 

future.  Before these valuable events get lost in time, we can help you shine some light 
on these shadowy areas instead of guessing at how things happened. What better way 
to pave the road for future generations than to develop a community profile using multi 
media visual aids as your tool.

http://www.sgwe.com


“Aboriginal Multimedia Television”
“Native American Cultural Marketing 

Productions of Today”

“Sgwe Productions” 
The Company to help you Preserve 

your past

Contact Us;
  

Producer Rob Alexis
email: rob@sgwe.com

Sgwe Productions Ltd
Box 207

Glenevis Ab, 
T0E 0X0

Phone; (708) 231-SGWE

• Spesializing in video docummentary media
• We handle confrence lighting and big screen video 
 presentations to enhance theme and message.
• Live performances and  cultural native productions 
• Native art and graphic design 

Promote local Talent
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